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We are delighted to present to you our new products bro-
chure for spring 2022. In this brochure you will find the 
latest product innovations from BACHMANN, including 
new products, further developments of existing products 
or new product components.

I am especially pleased to be able to present our 
newly designed MOV:E to you. MOV:E takes free 
and individual working to an unknown level. This 
powerhouse offers enough energy to supply all 
common office tools with electricity, and completely 
independently of where you work or prefer to work 
in that precise moment.

We have also made some changes to our existing portfolio, 
which now includes new designs, new colour concepts, 

revised functionality, and appearance – for example, con-
temporary styling and with greater benefits for users.

We hope you enjoy reading our brochure. We are always 
interested in hearing your suggestions, constructive cri-
ticism, or praise. Please write to us at bachmann-feed-
back@bachmann.com or get in touch with your contact 
person. By the way, this brochure is a supplement to the 
current main catalogue 2022, which you can download 
from bachmann.com.

Wishing you all the best,
Peter Bachmann

DEAR 
READER,
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MOV:E
A new dimension of freedom

Our vision is to improve the quality of people’s lives. And 
quality of life means freedom! Our new product innovation 
MOV:E is the perfect solution for anybody wanting to be 
released from the restrictions of static power supply and 
extension cables.

The XXL energy store provides sufficient 
power to run and charge all common office 
devices – from laptops to digital flip charts. 
MOV:E enables free, mobile working – no 
matter where, when or how.

In addition, the product design features a clean, timeless 
style and high-quality materials. MOV:E is available in ele-
gant black or a high-quality aluminium look. Customised, 
individual colour designs are available upon consultation. 
Optional accessories such as an adapter for attaching a 
Kensington lock complete the functionality of MOV:E.

Our MOV:E is “Made in Germany” and meets the highest 
safety requirements as certified by the VDE (IEC).
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MOVE YOUR LIMITS! 
Our mobile energy store features:

• Plug & Play socket outlet with earthing contact 
(CEE7/3), USB-A and USB-C fast charging

• For powering laptops, tablets, smartphones,  
electronic whiteboards and many other devices

• Easy to operate via control panel

• Sustainable thanks to replaceable 230 Wh  
lithium-ion battery

• Fast wireless charging via docking station

• Alternating current optimised for electronic devices  
(via True Sine Inverter)

• Soft start and automatic standby (power saving mode)

• Very high energy efficiency (over 93 %)

• Power: max. 300 watts (peak) / 220 watts permanent

• Including BACHMANN power strip TWIST
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HIGHLIGHTS

Design product –  
poised and modern

Technical versions

Colour variants

Cable rewind  
and loop

End caps with  
design finish

PRIMO 2
Refreshingly attractive

Reliable. Robust. Practical. These words have described 
PRIMO since 1998. Over 250,000 units have already been 
sold. PRIMO is used around the world, from Stuttgart and 
Hong Kong to Milan and Stockholm. The BACHMANN 
classic is characterised by high-quality materials and 
practical features. PRIMO 2 now steals the show from 
its predecessor and is available in different colours – from 
classic black to sun yellow.

Variable end caps allow it to make the per-
fect entrance. Design end caps exude the 
utmost sense of style in both office and 
home environments, while end caps with 
cable rewind guarantee tidiness in isolated 
or purely functional locations. An optional 

design suspension strap adds more to the 
idea of tidiness and flexibility – whether 
suspended horizontally, screwed on, or 
hanging, PRIMO 2 always looks good.

PRIMO 2 is making an entrance with new technical, user-
oriented versions. Depending on requirements, it is available 
with integrated surge protection, USB-A and C chargers, 
right through to a classic residual current protection unit. 
Furthermore, additional versions are expected to be laun-
ched in future, such as a Master-Slave model, for example.

With its colour spectrum, PRIMO 2 is designed to create 
a feeling of happiness and is simply always dressed ap-
propriately for the right occasion.
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HIGHLIGHTS

High-quality  
aluminium housing

Fast charging  
(9 V & 12 V)

Over-charging  
protection

Easy installation

For tabletop thick-
nesses up to 50 mm

Easy charging without any sockets

Simply put it down and charge. Using the aircharge, Qi-
enabled mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets 
can be charged entirely without sockets, annoying plugs 
or cables.

The aircharge stands out thanks to its elegant design, a 
high-quality nylon surface and an adhesive ring that pre-
vents mobile end devices from slipping off. The charger is 
simple to use and can be incorporated effortlessly into any 
workplace, desk, or conference table. The charger can be 
incorporated into any piece of furniture and makes char-
gers superfluous thanks to inductive power transmission. 
Using just a single screw, the charger can be easily fixed 
securely to any surface with an 80 mm hole on the steel 
plate supplied.

aircharge has a fast-charging function and 
can charge end devices with 5 V, 9 V and 
12 V (power supply unit 934.909 required). 
In addition, aircharge is not only water- and 
dust-proof, it has temperature sensors 
to warn of overheating, and also detects  
„foreign objects“ such as credit cards.

What’s stopping you? Don’t plug, just play! aircharge, the 
wireless charger for easy charging without any sockets

WIRELESS CHARGER

aircharge
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HIGHLIGHTS

Completely in the 
trend colour white

Complete, explicit, 
clear

Discrete, elegant 
design

Matches the white 
office trend

Clean design  
connection panels

… so fresh and so clean!

NEW PRODUCT SERIES:

PURE WHITE from BACHMANN is an entirely white pro-
duct series that combines elegance and a refreshing design. 
Connection panels from the PURE WHITE product se-
ries blend cleanly and discretely into their setting, while still 
managing to be real eye-catchers.

Especially in the office and in the work en-
vironment with white surfaces and desk-
tops, greater emphasis is being placed on 
practicality – and thanks to the „all white“ 
look, our PURE WHITE products do not dis-
tract from the essentials, but instead blend 

elegantly into their workplace environment 
with a focus on performance.

The launch of the new product series starts with the white 
variants of DESK, DESK 2, CONI, POWER FRAME and 
POWER FRAME COVER that were designed primarily for 
flexible use in an office context. BACHMANN can also 
provide an all-white option for Home and Kitchen, with its 
PIX.

The product series is rounded off stylishly with DESK 2 
ALU WHITE and its appealing two-colour look with the 
combination of aluminium and white plastic end caps.

PURE WHITE
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HIGHLIGHTS

Completely in the 
trend colour black

Exclusive, elegant, 
timeless

Design with a strong 
character

Matches the black 
kitchen trend

Design connection 
panel with prestige

PURE BLACK complements our white pro-
duct series and forms its counterpart: stylish, 
elegant and above all timeless. Our PURE 
BLACK series, entirely in black of course, 
includes TWIST, PRIMO 2, DESK 2 and PIX, 
and now also features our ELEVATOR and 
KAPSA in a stylish “all black“ look.

Our connection panels fit perfectly into any setting – even in 
a colour environment with dark tones. With PURE BLACK, 

BACHMANN is focusing on timelessness and offers the 
right products for every field of application, whether in 
the kitchen, home or office. The series also harmonises  
perfectly with bright, tropical or intense colours.

For BACHMANN, PURE BLACK stands for a totally black 
product series and a design with a strong character that 
communicates optimally with its surroundings.

Exclusive and fashionable – the trend colour black

ELEVATOR AND KAPSA IN

PURE BLACK
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HIGHLIGHTS

Improved protection

New design

Clear LED display

Provides safety

Protects connected 
devices

Our products provide an extraordinary le-
vel of safety and offer maximum protection. 
Our component series PLUS, including surge 
protection PLUS and mains and frequency 
filters PLUS, is now available in a new de-
sign and with technical improvements.

Surge protection PLUS safeguards sensitive electronic de-
vices even better against surges and limits voltage peaks to 
a minimum. This comes in a new, slimline design including 

LED indicator. The mains and frequency filter PLUS ena-
bles even better filtering performance against interference 
signals in a wider frequency range. At the same time, the 
components prevent the discharge of interference signals 
in the grid even more effectively. More powerful filters, the 
more reassuring feeling!

Protect your BACHMANN devices! With the PLUS series.
Protects connected devices

Surge protection PLUS and frequency filter PLUS: 
the best surge protection for your power strip!

COMPONENT SERIES

PLUS
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You can download the BACHMANN 
complete catalogue here:

WOULD
YOU LIKE

AN
OVERVIEW

OF THE
ENTIRE

BACHMANN
PORTFOLIO?

bachmann.com/de/downloads
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